MATTIFY! COSMETICS INTRODUCES: MATTIFY! ULTRA POWDER -The
Best Product for Oily and Acne Prone Skin
Look no further to find products for oily skin! Mattify! Translucent face powder stops facial oil
and allows for long wearing makeup- even on the most oily skin types. Mattify! also minimizes
pores.
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MATTIFY! COSMETICS INTRODUCES: MATTIFY! ULTRA - THE BEST POWDER FOR OILY
AND ACNE PRONE SKIN
Reno, NV -- July 15, 2010 -- If you have tried every product on the market to control your oily skin and have
gotten less than stellar results, look no further than Mattify! ULTRA by Mattify! Cosmetics. This translucent
powder is formulated to absorb 5 times its weight in oil, keeping your pores clear and your complexion matte for
hours.
Formulated for both men and women, this clear face powder disappears upon contact and can be applied with a
powder brush or puff. Women can wear it alone, under foundation as a primer, and over foundation for added oil
control. Men can wear it to absorb excess oil and minimize redness and blemishes. The Mattify! ULTRA
formula is designed to prevent breakouts that occur from clogged pores, soak up excess skin oils, and provide a
base for long wearing makeup. If you've ever felt like oily skin and acne are ruining your look, or your life, using
Mattify! ULTRA can change the way the world sees you.
Mattify! ULTRA is now available for sale, along with our traditional Mattify! Loose Powder, Bronzer, Body
Shimmer, and Sparkling Mineral Eye Shadows. Each of our products contain Kaolin Clay as their base; allowing
for crease-free extended wear, even on oily skin. Our products are directly comparable to many high-end brands
on the market, but are offered at incredibly reasonable prices. We believe that everybody should have access to
amazing products, not just those willing to pay over-exaggerated prices! Find the solution to oily skin with
Mattify! Cosmetics and be sure to visit our website at http://www.mattifycosmetics.com to purchase products,
read skin care tips and view useful application tricks! For inquiries on Mattify! products, email us at
mattifycosmetics@yahoo.com
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